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IPWG Validation Efforts
n IPWG members are validating various 

satellite algorithms and NWP rainfall 
forecasts in real time:
n Europe: http://meso-

a.gsfc.nasa.gov/ipwg/ipwgeu_home.html
n Japan: http://www-ipwg.kugi.kyoto-

u.ac.jp/IPWG/dailyval.html
n South Africa: 

http://rsmc.weathersa.co.za/IPWG/ipwgsa_stats_ima
ges.html

n USA:  http://cics.umd.edu/ipwg/us_web.html
n South America: 

http://sigma.cptec.inpe.br/prec_sat/validacao.lista.log
ic?i=en
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IPWG Validation Findings
n Australia /US / Europe (from Ebert et al., 2007 

BAMS; 1 of 2):
1. Using PMW and IR data together produces estimates of 

precipitation that are more accurate than the individual 
PMW or IR estimates

2. The satellite algorithms perform best in the warm 
season (convective rainfall)
• Over the US, merged PMW-IR estimates perform about as well 

as radar without gauge adjustment
3. The satellite algorithms perform worst in the cool 

season (stratiform rain / snow)
• NWP forecasts generally outperform the blended satellite 

estimates during the winter season over all regions examined
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IPWG Validation Findings
n Australia /US / Europe (from Ebert et al., 2007 

BAMS; 2 of 2):
4. Satellite algorithms tend to underestimate the amount 

of light rain but overestimate the amount of heavy rain
5. Two major systematic biases in the satellite estimates 

over the US:
• Over-estimation over snow-covered regions
• Over-estimation in semi-arid regions during the warm season

6. Over the Australian tropics the PMW, IR, and PMW-IR 
schemes performed reasonably well and outperformed 
NWP models for heavy rain 
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IPWG Validation Findings
n Northwest Europe (from Kidd et al., 2012 BAMS):

1. Similar to Ebert et al.—satellite performs best for 
convective rain and worst for stratiform rain (especially 
at low intensity), and for stratiform rain NWP QPF 
outperforms satellite estimates

2. Snow / ice on the ground severely compromises the 
accuracy of MW estimates over frozen surfaces (or just 
makes them impossible)

3. Satellite estimates universally underestimate rainfall in 
NW Europe
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IPWG Validation Findings
n High-Resolution Validation (Sapiano and Arkin, 

2009 JHM) 
1. Satellite estimates generally overestimate convective 

rainfall
• This is not true for any algorithm which uses gauges to 

remove bias (e.g., TMPA / iMERG “late”), BUT be aware 
that gauge-adjusted algorithms may have significant biases 
over ungauged areas

2. CMORPH appears to depict short-term rainfall 
variability better than TMPA, but both outperformed 
PERSIANN and NRL
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User Findings
n IR-based algorithms do best for:

n Organized cold-top convection (below -60 °C)
n Squall lines
n Mesoscale Convective Systems / Complexes
n Tropical Systems (especially over ocean)

n Totals ≥2 hours tend to be more accurate than 
instantaneous rates

n Weak or no vertical wind shear
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User Findings
n IR-based algorithms struggle with:

n Shallow convection—tends to underestimate
n Stratiform rainfall—underestimates or misses
n Rapidly developing convection—tends to 

underestimate early on (updrafts are already 
strong before the cloud tops get really cold)

n Highly sheared environments—amounts may be 
correct but located incorrectly because the rain 
shafts aren’t vertical

n Orographic rainfall—captures orographic effects 
on convection but not “seeder-feeder” process
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…So Which Algorithm is Best?
n The answer depends on how you define “best”:

n For short-term forecasting, capturing the variability is 
critical—some bias can be accepted if it is known

n For longer-term applications, being unbiased is 
paramount—small-scale variability secondary to getting 
the totals right

n Is it more important to not miss an event or to not have 
a false alarm?

n Are certain rainfall types / intensities / locations / 
seasons more important than others?

n No algorithm is clearly superior in every way; the 
best algorithm depends on what is needed
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A Few Caveats:
n Using satellite rainfall estimates in 

hydrologic forecasting is challenging:
n Since runoff occurs only if the saturated hyraulic

conductivity is exceeded, capturing intense 
events is critical—errors will nonlinearly affect 
the streamflow forecasts

n Bias in satellite estimates is also an issue:
n Gauge adjustment is generally needed to remove bias
n Calibrating the hydrologic model using the satellite 

data can help, BUT the resulting calibration will be 
non-physical—it’s an “engineering” solution
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A Few Caveats (continued):
n Location errors can be fatal if they’re big 

enough to put the rain in the wrong basin—
satellite estimates work better in larger basins 
(i.e., > 100 km2)

n …but it can be done successfully and has 
been by numerous authors; e.g., 
n Lee et al. (J. Hydrol, 2013)
n Pan et al. (WRR, 2012)
n Su et al. (JHM, 2008)
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Global Flash Flood Guidance (GFFG)
n A collaboration among the nonprofit Hydrologic 

Research Center, the WMO, USAID, and NOAA to 
provide locally-implemented flash flood 
forecasting tools to underserved regions

n Not a forecast of water height / extent; just of the 
risk of overbank flooding
n Flash Flood Guidance (FFG) = amount of rainfall in a 

given period of time required to cause overbank 
flooding

n Comparison of actual rainfall to FFG provides a quick 
indication of flood risk
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Global Flash Flood Guidance (GFFG)
n FFG is computed by inverting a 

hydrologic model to determine 
the amount of rain needed to 
produce overbank flow
n Gauge-adjusted rainfall from 

CMORPH and the Hydro-
Estimator provide antecedent 
rainfall

n The resulting FFG is compared 
to current Hydro-Estimator 
rainfall estimates and basins at 
risk are identified
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Global Flash Flood Guidance (GFFG)
n Implementation is regional / local: the 

software is installed and forecasters are 
trained at the region / country level
n Enables forecasters to apply their own expertise 

to flash flood forecasting
n For more information, go to 

http://www.hrc-lab.org or contact 
Konstantine Georgakakos of HRC at 
KGeorgakakos@hrc-lab.org
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Global Flood Monitoring System
n A system for forecasting streamflow at 1-km 

spatial and 3-h temporal resolution for the 
entire globe between 50°S and 50°N.

n Main components:
n Satellite rainfall from iMERG
n Infiltration using the U. of Washington Variable 

Infiltration Capacity (VIC) land surface model
n Flood routing using University of Maryland 

Dominant River Tracing Routing (DRTR) 
model
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GFMS Example: Sri Lanka
(Cyclone Roanu)
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Total Rainfall for 14-16 May 2016
12-km Streamflow above Flood 

Threshold, 12 UTC 15  May 2016



GFMS Example: Sri Lanka
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1-km Inundation 
Map, 12 UTC 15  

May 2016



Global Flood Monitoring System
n For more information, go to 

http://flood.umd.edu/ or talk to Bob Adler 
(radler@umd.edu)
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Summary
n Satellite rainfall algorithms generally 

perform best for convective rainfall
n They perform about as well as radar without 

gange adjustment
n However, they may have a wet bias

n Satellite rainfall estimates are relatively poor 
for stratiform rainfall and snow
n They generally underestimate or miss entirely
n NWP model forecasts are often better

n The “best” rainfall estimate depends on how 
you want to use it 27



Summary
n Using satellite rainfall estimates in 

hydrologic forecasting is challenging:
n The satellite estimates need to capture the tail of 

the distribution (i.e., the highest intensities) well
n Bias must be addressed, either explicitly (gauge 

correction), implicitly (calibrate the model using 
the satellite estimates), or both

n Given location errors, it is best to use satellite 
data in larger basins (i.e., > 100 km2)
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Summary
n However, satellite estimates of rainfall have 

been finding hydrologic application
n Regionally: GFFG
n Globally: GFMS
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Questions?
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